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―Prose & Poetry‖
Lisa A. Metzger
Winner—2nd Prize Poetry
From the lips of many poets
Words have taken life
Yet upon some cupid‘s bows
Poetry does not suffice.
Sentences and phrases
Become like venom in one‘s veins;
What we would destroy
Becomes locked within our brains
In sleep we toss and wrestle
With the images we see
And cry out from our slumber
―Why won‘t they let me be?‖
The more we think upon it
The darker shade it grows
And taints all other poetry
And verses that we know.
Until we rid ourselves
Of these vile, rancid things
We‘ll never know the flower
When poetry breathes to sing.
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―Waiting‖
Tim White
I see the world through big brown eyes.
The world is not my own.
I wait for hours on end, hoping to achieve what I desire.
I sit on the floor watching as they go about their lives.
I sit here wondering why I am left behind.
Sometimes I am fooled, thinking today will be my day.
But more often than not, I sit here just wanting their time.
I have my own needs, sadness, and joy.
I have my toys to keep me busy.
I will sit here until they find the time.
And when they do, I will give them everything I have.

―My Reasons for Living‖
Drewe Hollis
Because he looks at me and I fall in love
Because he smiles at angels in his sleep
Because he has the bluest eyes I have ever seen
Because for the first time I feel accomplishment
Because he has his dad‘s spirit and my laughter
Because he giggles when I tickle his belly
Because he learns something new every day
Because he makes the biggest messes
Because he takes my hand in full trust
Because I cannot wait to spend the rest of my time being his mom
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―The Angel‖
Madelyn Warrenfells
Her eyes close to scan her memories,
Searching for a sparkle from the past.
They long to see it again,
To hold the gaze of the one
From whence the sparkle flows.
Her fingertips are lost and alone,
Adrift on a deserted sea,
With only a memory of the extreme warmth
And familiarity they once wore as a glove.
Her soul searches without ceasing;
It can never rest or relax,
Trying to uncover the wreckage
Of the missing angel.
The angel is human perfection.
He speaks and music flows from his mouth.
His scent makes her lightheaded.
He touches her and they begin to dance.
He kisses her and the whole earth sings.
The angel is waiting for her,
But she doesn‘t know where to find him.
She lingers in her memories and dreams,
Now losing today as well as yesterday.
When at last they meet again
The sun and moon join them in song.
The flowers weep tears of joy.
The oceans and rivers roar with excitement.
Nature rejoices as they embrace.
The angel has found his lost love.
She stares into his eyes with disbelief.
Her fingertips caress his face
As he carries her away to forever.
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―The Circle‖
Mark Price
Winner—3rd Prize Prose
God grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change;
courage to change the things I can;
and wisdom to know the difference (Niebuhr 1-4).
Recently, while talking to a co-worker, he stated, ―I drink
too much, and I don‘t even enjoy drinking.‖
―Why do you drink then?‖ I asked.
―I can‘t seem to quit, no matter how hard I try,‖ was the response, and then he asked, ―Do you drink?‖ I told him that I used to
drink entirely too much, felt miserable when I drank, and that I had
been sober for more than nine years. He asked several questions
about how much I drank, what had occurred since quitting, and finally, ―How on earth did you stop?‖ I replied, ―Alcoholism is a circle
of pain, trying to escape the pain, the pain coming back, and trying
to escape the pain. I went around and around, endlessly, on and on,
until finally, the circle was disrupted.‖
Although they occurred nearly a decade ago, the events of
those days were as easy to recall as if they had happened only a few
weeks ago. As I awoke, I had the familiar sensation that my brain
had actually dried up and was rattling around loose in my skull. The
insides of my eyelids were sandpaper, scraping my eyeballs fiercely
as I pried them open, only to slam them shut again, as the dim light
of my small room pierced the darkness like a thousand needles.
Again, more slowly this time, I opened my eyes and let them become
accustomed to the unwelcome light. I sat up and felt the room spin
as I tried to gather the energy to stand. I painfully rose to my feet
and walked down the narrow hallway of the trailer my sister let me
stay in, leaning against walls, chairs, the countertop, and finally the
refrigerator. Opening the door, a wave of relief came over me as I
saw two beers hiding on the bottom shelf, pushed all the way in the
back, as if I had been trying to keep someone from finding them (I
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lived alone). My dried-up brain started to feel as if cool water was
seeping into my skull cavity as I sat drinking my two precious beers
After getting dressed, I tried not to gag as I brushed my teeth
and stared at the strange man in the mirror. I was thirty-three years
old, but he was much older than I, balding and red-faced, with protruding, bloodshot eyes and three days worth of graying stubble on
his chin. He made me sick--it was entirely his fault that I felt like
this, that my wife had thrown me out, that I could not be with my
boy, and that every day was the same pathetic day as the day before.
I wished he were dead.
As I rolled down the highway in my old Chevy van, I, like on
most mornings, had to fight off the urge to veer off the shoulder and
run, full speed, into every overpass support I passed. I stopped at a
convenience store and sat two sixteen ounce beers on the counter.
The featureless clerk chanted, ―Kinda early ta be drinkin‘, ain‘t it?‖
―Kiss my ass,‖ I muttered under my breath. I emptied the two
cans while parked at my job and went to work.
After a rather uneventful day on the job, I bought an eighteen
-pack of beer and headed home. I drank six of the beers while
watching TV and felt good. After drinking another four or five, I
started looking at pictures of my son. After a few more, anger set in
and I began hitting the walls. One or two more and uncontrollable
sobbing began as I slipped away into oblivion.
The next morning I awoke to the same situation as the day
before, with one exception--that there were no beers left in the
fridge. I had drunk them all, so my brain would have to remain dry
for a while longer. I looked in the mirror and could not stand the
pain in my head, my heart, and my soul. I looked up and pleaded to a
God I had long ago given up on: ―Please help me. I can‘t do this anymore!‖
As I drove to work, there were no suicidal thoughts, and my
van drove right past the convenience store. I felt oddly at ease that
morning and called a local AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) group while
on my lunch break to find out when they held their next meeting.
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That evening, I walked into a very smoky room full of unfamiliar but
very kind men and women drinking coffee, smoking cigarettes, and
laughing. One at a time, they shared their experiences with alcohol
and their efforts at sobriety. Although I had hoped that they would
not call on me, they did. Fighting back tears, I hoarsely stated, ―My
name is Mark and I‘m an alcoholic. I can‘t stop drinking, and I can‘t
even slow down. Please help me.‖
The circle was broken, and so it remains.
―I think that asking for help is the one thing I never tried,‖
my colleague said, ―Do you know if there is an AA meeting tonight?‖
I smiled and said, ―There sure is.‖
Work Cited
Niebuhr, Reinhold. ―The Serenity Prayer.‖ 1943. Lines 1-4.
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―The Masked Illusion‖
Lisa A. Metzger
Midnight curtains drop the veil and blushing roses close,
Upon the hour when clouds parting reveal the moon‘s staggered pose,
Easily etched upon the frothy waves of wanton thirst;
The silent steps of masked illusion take the hand of maiden heart,
And lead her out to moonlight dances in the eyes which freshly part;
Every sway erupts new passions, with the power of the first.
Chaste laughter silences against the lips of mindful pleasure,
Who takes each gasping, tender sigh with an artful measure,
To leave the creature blushing more and aching to surrender;
He brushes ‗way the hardest kiss of lonely fingers touching,
And places kisses upon stretched throat beneath virgin cheeks blushing;
Like the trembling leaf, he moves, least he should offend her.
The gentle falling of the sands and weariness of mortal mind,
Does nothing to the image and the maiden but to quickly bind,
Each fiber of their blessed beings into one design;
Every moment passed for ages, roses curling by a flame,
Leaves her wondering if the mask is all but her own blame;
Before she can reach to reveal, he flees at grandfather‘s chime.
Standing in the shadow hence, clinging to the last strands of memory,
Hoping to one day be bound by the gentle threads of destiny,
And turn to smile upon the dreams of dawn‘s flickering kisses.
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―Perfume‖
Art Johnson
James stood, hands behind his back, watching her. Be patient, he thought.
"Do you think this dress will be suitable?"
"Honey, I think it will be just fine."
"It's too blousey, James. You know I've never liked blousey clothes."
"I know, honey. It's not like I chose the occasion, much less the
wardrobe."
James turned and paced past the table for the hundredth
time that morning and checked his watch.
"Do you still love me?"
He turned and looked at her again. "Of course I do. I'll always
love you. Quit being silly."
"Is my make-up all right?'
James surveyed her face closely, nodded and smiled, hoping
she would get the message. With over two hours invested in the
make-up alone, it had better be "all right".
Anyone applying cosmetics almost every day should be able
to do it with eyes closed. He had to admit though. It was perfect.
God, she was beautiful.
James turned around and was startled to find a man staring
at them through a door left slightly ajar. Taking quick strides towards the door he challenged the intruder.
"Have you got a problem, Mister?!"
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The man stumbled back into the hallway as James approached.
"Oh, no sir! I just heard you talking to . . . "
"I don't care what you heard! You get the hell out of here! Can't a
man's wife get ready in this place without a damn peeping Tom?"
The intruder was backing away.
"I'm so very sorry, sir! I meant no . . . I was just trying . . . "
James re-entered the room, slamming the door in the babbling man's face.
Straightening his tie, James walked back towards her table.
Sensing her need to be comforted, he put his head on her shoulder,
burying his face in her hair.
"I'm sorry, honey. I shouldn't have reacted that way. He was just an
old man."
"I know, James. It's not your fault. I think you're just nervous."
Standing up, James reached for her hand.
"I am nervous and insanely jealous. I think I might just love you too
much." He thought he detected a smile.
voice.

Someone tapped lightly on the door, followed by a muffled

"Sir, your wife's transportation is ready. We have about twenty
minutes."
James didn't bother to acknowledge the voice.
"Twenty minutes, James. Please make sure my hair is all right."
"It's perfect, honey. Fit for an angel."
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"James, you'll be there, won't you?"
"I'll be right behind you."
"Well then. I guess I'm ready."
James reached into his pocket, bringing forth a bottle of her
favorite perfume.
"Just one last detail, Love," he whispered.
Brushing back her hair, he carefully applied the scent he had
grown to love so much.
"There. Now everything is perfect."
James was gently caressing her face and moving closer for a
kiss when another knock came at the door.
"What in heaven's name is it now?! Who is it?!"
A minister entered the room, followed by the man who had
intruded earlier.
"It's time, James. The guests are waiting."
James stared for a moment and finally nodded. Stepping
back, he turned towards his wife and whispered, "I'll be right behind
you," as they slowly closed the casket.
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―Remembering Danny‖
Mary Wood
Sometimes the directions of our lives can change in a moment‘s
time. I remember the first time I saw him. It was a cool, October day
in 1994, and I was working at Mervyn‘s department store, handing
out a sales promotion paper for an upcoming event. A deep voice
coming from behind me startled me.
―What are you selling?‖ a tall, dark haired man asked.
―Nothing‖ I replied as I told him about our store promotion.
He was a very handsome man, dark tan; he was wearing a clean,
pressed white uniform like the ones pilots wear, but what I remembered best were his eyes; they were this incredible shade of greenish
blue accentuated by his tan. He introduced himself as Danny, and
then he told me he had extra tickets for the World of Coke, asking if
I would like to go. I was betrothed to my fiancé, so I told him no.
I have never believed in destiny nor fate and have always had
the belief that we reach our goals and dreams by hard work, not by
the phases of the moon or our horoscope, but I cannot deny it either
because anything is possible. Four years later and working at the
same store, I saw Danny again as he approached the cash register
with clothes to purchase. He inquired if I was still engaged and I replied no, that my fiancé and I had ended our relationship six months
earlier. He invited me out to dinner and I accepted, hoping to have
fun even if it turned out to be nothing special. We met at the Olive
Garden restaurant to eat dinner; he was charming and funny, telling
me that he would buy me the lamp on the table if I desired it. We
enveloped the night laughing, eating, and discussing our lives. I do
not remember the exact time we left the restaurant as time had vanished quickly. He accompanied me to my car and bent over to give
me a hug and a light kiss. Chemistry blossomed between us like
friends who could spend all night talking about ambitions and our
lives.
Our relationship moved fast, and our dates became more frequent. He surged with exuberance, always the life of the party, loved
fast roller coasters, and he would strike up a conversation with
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complete strangers. He was strong and playful at times, picking me
up and spinning me over his head like the propeller on a helicopter,
even though I weighed about 170 pounds at the time. Protectively,
he would shield me from traffic, pulling my body close as though I
were a precious stone he were afraid of losing. Compassion was part
of his nature; he would stop to offer help if we drove by an accident
as he was CPR certified for his job.
The first year went by quickly. On a beautiful, crisp September
day, having spent half the day vigorously hiking at Brasstown Bald,
we stopped to rest for a few minutes in an area overlooking a golden
valley of trees and steep rocks. He took a small box out of his pocket
and gave it to me. I opened it and nearly dropped it, ecstatic and surprised at the same time; inside the box was a round diamond reflecting the autumn sun like the prisms of a rainbow. I said yes to adventure and a future together, imprinting this day in my memory always.
We got married on October 7, 1998. Married life with Danny
was not perfect as we both were very dogmatic; at any rate we usually did not stay mad at each other very long. Danny was very
spontaneous. One day when I came home from work, he met me at
the door ―Let‘s go to the beach.‖ Excitement danced in his eyes.
― I haven‘t packed,‖ I said.
―Don‘t worry; we will buy everything when we get there,‖ he
said. We drove to Tybee beach in Savannah, Georgia. The next day
we swam in the turquoise ocean for hours. The cascading ocean water felt cool at first and choppy at times, but he would always catch
me when I started to lose my balance. We walked for miles on the
white, sandy beach, hand in hand as the waves washed over our feet
and sand tickled our toes. The $1.00 flip-flops we bought left horrible blisters on our feet. We would later laugh about how crazy we
were to take a trip without clothes, swimsuits, or shoes.
On November 3, 2000, we were blessed with a pretty baby girl
named Amber Brittney. Danny cried with happiness. Two years
later, on an early spring day tiny, Chandler Alan completed our family.
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On a hot, August morning in 2004 we got up to get dressed
for work. It was the first day of work for Danny, who was starting a
new job as a warehouse manager. He told me he felt tired, and I offered to make him some coffee. He refused the coffee, not wanting to
be late on his first day. We kissed goodbye and I drove to work an
hour later noticing there was a lot of unusual traffic on the road. I
got a telephone call when I got to work. The nurse on the telephone
said that Danny had been hurt in a car accident and that he was in
critical condition.
Driving to the hospital seemed to take an eternity. A friend
took me to Atlanta Medical Center and as we drove I repeated to
myself ―please don‘t die, please don‘t die.‖ We arrived at the hospital, and they escorted us into a small room with about ten doctors
and nurses. The doctor explained that Danny had a seizure and had
hit a utility pole at great speed. Despite the surgeons‘ having tried
everything, he passed away on the operating table.
I collapsed into my friend Kim as tears streamed down my
face. I did not get to tell him goodbye. I wept deep from my soul; my
ribs sore from contracting as I sobbed. I blamed myself. I should
have told him to stay home, recognizing he was tired. I lost my best
friend that day in a somber instant.
The passage of time mends our spirit. Danny wrapped my days
in laughter, inspired me to live life to the fullest, and altered the direction of my life for the better. He grasped life with both hands
never letting go until his time had ceased, leaving footprints on my
heart forever.
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―If I Were An Angel‖
Rolf Threlkeld
If I were an angel, I'd disguise myself as you.
I'd come to you when you were alone and tell you what to do.
I'd say I was your inner self; your conscience sent me here.
I've come to help you live your life; you can live it without fear.
I'd show you how to get the things, the things you need and want.
Especially your sweetest dreams of things that can't be bought.
If I were an angel...
If I were an angel I'd make myself really small.
I'd sit on your left shoulder and protect you from a fall.
I'd help you through the hardest times; I'd open all the doors.
So you could go wherever you wished and get the highest scores.
I'd tell you the secrets of life itself.
I'd tell you what your purpose is.
I'd show you how to be yourself and help you learn to live.
If I were an angel...
I wish I were an angel. I would help you realize,
You're worth the world and so much more,
I'd take you to the skies.
But you tell me that you love me and you say this angel need not be,
Because the life I live with you indeed has set you free.
The mortal man, the way I am, is all that I can be.
I try so hard and it's all I can do
To try and make you see that
If I were an angel...
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―Becoming Fall‖
Thomas Barr
Autumn leaves changing
Colors from green to orange
Then raking the lawn
Seeing the birds leave
Watching as they fly away
Silence fills the woods

―Consumption‖
Shandi Willis
I never met the father others knew;
they praised his mind, droll humor riveting.
A brain infection left his mind askew.
The cancer cruelly ate his functioning.
A psyche lost, now to his world he‘s blind.
His bride and baby he had once enjoyed,
this man now lost his every shred of mind.
The scalpels formed a vacant shell of void
without a mind. I called this man my dad;
He called me daughter-- neither knowing why.
Tears come to sour eyes, as defect had
abducted kin‘s bright hope. I can‘t deny
The greater pain than hint of death became
The loss of hope and prayer. Now, just blame.
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―Little Men in Blue‖
Krista Carroll
Winner—1st Prize Prose
In February of 2004, a little less than a year after the invasion
of Iraq began, I accepted a job offer for overseas employment as a
civilian contractor working directly for the U.S. Army. It all started
with an odd telephone interview conducted by a young man named
Tony out of Houston, Texas, who started by saying, ―Krista, for the
next 30 minutes I will attempt to talk you out of this job.‖ He outlined a series of graphic scenarios ranging from losing an appendage,
eyesight, paralysis and finally death, all due to various reasons such
as insurgent attacks, plane crashes, and even accidental discharge of
weapons by the military. I sat in silence while he described the potential predicaments. He also added, ―The chance of getting kidnapped, raped repeatedly, hung, even beheaded would be well
within the bounds of possibilities too.‖
When he finished, I asked him without hesitation, ―When
can I start?‖
Some friends and family told me I acted in haste, but I saw
this opportunity marking the beginning of a new purpose in life, for
I felt that I was dead whatever I did. At the time, my second husband, now ex-husband, had a violent temper that could erupt for
any reason, a habit that placed my own mortality into his volatile
hands. I decided to take the risk because I kept thinking I am dead
anyway, so whatever?
I remember getting on the plane flying from Atlanta to Houston, Texas, where we began processing for deployment until the
time of ―wheels up,‖ which meant a person was on his or her way by
plane to Iraq or Afghanistan. We all sat around anxiously waiting in
hotels throughout the Houston area for the next plane ride out to
Kuwait. As a routine each day, a shuttle herded us down to the Expo
Convention Center to check the roll call list for deployment. The
decision to work overseas in a war zone caused enough gut churning, but to wait 30 days more only added to the difficulty of following through. If given too much of a time lapse between the actual
initial decision until ―wheels up,‖ people start to agonize a great deal
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over the ―what-ifs,‘‘ and hop on the first return flight back to their
home. After 30 days and one excruciating ulcer later, my name finally made the list. Within six hours, I was ―wheels up.‖
During our ride to the airport, the recruiter, a man with a
large red nose and face like an alcoholic, stood in the front of the bus
talking quickly about what to and what not to do once inside the
Kuwaiti Airport. He spoke with rapid-fire haste while bouncing
back and forth on his heels, all the time stabbing the air with his
meaty index finger. ―When you get off the plane, do not make eye
contact with any of the Kuwaiti people; especially you guys--the
Kuwaiti men do not like American men gawking at their women.‖
He droned on about this and that offense, while in the back of the
bus people whispered to each other in panic, ―Why are we just now
receiving a briefing 30 minutes prior to boarding, especially since we
sat for 30 days doing absolutely NOTHING?‖
I vividly recall standing in the airport check in line when the
recruiter decided to give us one more travel reminder. Smirking, he
said, ―Oh by the way, when you get to the Kuwait Airport, do not let
the little guys in blue touch your luggage. If they do, they can charge
any fee they like, whether you allow them to tote your luggage or
NOT. If you decide against paying, the Kuwaiti Police will most
likely arrest you.‖ Throwing up his hand as a goodbye gesture, he
walked away, never looking back. My mind screamed, ―LITTLE
GUYS IN BLUE, LITTLE GUYS IN BLUE!‖ I thought. Here we all
stood together, new employees of a multimillion-dollar construction
company, left on our own to fly, and the last words of caution we
received was to watch out for the midgets wearing blue.
Finally, after a 16-hour flight plus a 4-hour layover, we
landed at the Kuwaiti Airport; once inside the terminal, the surroundings were completely different from what we expected. The
Kuwaiti women dressed in clothing similar to our own culture, such
as low-slung, hip hugging jeans with V-neck shirts cut low enough
to show the outline of their bosoms. Many of them sported the latest
styles in haircuts and make-up, which only accentuated their
breathtaking beauty. They dotted the crowd of other Kuwaiti
women who still wore the traditional burka, which covers the entire
body, leaving only the eyes exposed.
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Twenty minutes later I found the baggage claim area where
British and American civilians locked in arms around the luggage
carousel. At that same moment I spotted the little men in blue; we
later found out they were luggage carriers referred to as ―sky guys.‖
They moved like roaches with lightening speed, in and out of the
crowds, sticking their hands out in a mad effort to seize our luggage,
and some even pushed their hands between the people blocking the
carousel. Before I knew it, one pounced on me, and snatched at the
handle of my carry-on bag. I pleaded with him to stop, until it finally
ended with my pulling the bag so hard I caused him to stumble; he
gave up and moved on to the next unsuspecting person coming by.
At last, we managed to retrieve our luggage, and a bus transported us to a beach resort secured by men with firearms; I became
very uneasy as the driver proceeded through the front gates. Once
off the bus we shuffled down to reception to pick up our living assignment, army cot, and a sleeping bag that smelled like dirty feet.
As I opened my villa door, I was startled at the scene before
me: army cots of sleeping women lined every wall of the living room
with only one empty spot just inside the doorway. Overwhelmed
with exhaustion and frustration, I could not figure out how to assemble the cot; with its metal frame clanking against the tile floor,
some of the women woke up cursing at me to keep quiet. Tears began to fill my eyes as I sat down on the floor, pleading silently to
God for help when an African-American woman emerged from underneath the staircase, and she said with a deep smooth voice, ―Here
baby, let me help you with that.‖ She squatted down in the floor, put
the cot together, and finished up by saying good night and promised
to give me her spot beneath the stairs. Curling up into a fetal position for warmth, I fell asleep only to be interrupted an hour later
with crowing roosters, and shortly thereafter by the chanting of
Muslims in Morning Prayer.
Looking back on all the hardships endured during the earliest part of this process, I still tell people who will listen about how I
found purpose in life again and even defeated death--as well as the little
men in blue.
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―War‖
Rolf Threlkeld
War is such a horrible thing
human beings go fighting and die
And those of us who don't go to war
are struggling to hold back our cry
And the sons are the loved ones who never return
in the form of a man, but a letter
The bureaucrats don't like it
but they don't try to stop it
"War makes economy better"
At the tomb of the soldier
who was always unknown
there are colorful victory celebrations
Though many thousands have died
we still have our pride
and the people who run our great nations
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―Ooga-Booga-Land‖
Rolf Threlkeld
A lovely place I landed last
of mountains, valleys, river, big trees.
The air is clean
and sky so blue... the river wide.
I found myself in the midst of cedars
tall and majestic, dancing in the wind.
The whoosh of a nearby creek calling out to me
and the deer chewing the spring green leaves
as they spy me from the dense foliage.
A hawk screeches past
and I wonder....
How do the dogwoods know what pleases my eye,
and when the setting sun reveals the stars,
do the raccoons gaze to the heavens?
The cold night air brings the sound of
frogs, and crickets,
the hoot of an owl.
And my senses are filled with the oneness
of nature....
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―What the Opportunity to Receive Training & Knowledge from
West Central Means to Me‖
Elma Jean Lyons
I am a college freshman at the age of 63!
In my background experience, there was a lack of opportunity for
me to receive an education. As a child, I knew education was very
important, but I couldn‘t go to school because I had to work in the
cotton fields while also helping to raise my younger sisters and
brother.
When I became a parent, I tried to help my two children with their
schoolwork. In the midst of helping them, I realized that they were
helping me. I became excited about learning. I would remember
how, as a child picking cotton in the fields, I longed to go to school.
My work experience as a nursing assistant, teaching assistant, and
nanny has inspired me to pursue a degree in Early Childhood Care
and Education. The knowledge and training that I am receiving at
West Central Technical College is helping me to reach my dream.
Opportunity knocked at the age of 63! I am a college freshman, living and enjoying my dream.
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―Desert Meals-Ready-to-Eat‖
Krista Carroll
Winner—2nd Prize Prose
Chow halls did not exist on camp during our first few
months working in Iraq as civilian contractors, therefore limiting
our food sources only to MRE‘s. My first meal in the desert came in a
thick, brown, plastic pouch with the words ―Meal, Ready-to-Eat,
Individual‖ (MRE) printed on the package; this quickly became a
part of my daily life. The ―individual‖ part of the label struck me as
funny because the nutrition facts on the back stated it packed
around 1200 calories per meal! I could feel my waist bulging just by
holding the package in my hands. Later, I found out the high calorie
count was not for lowly civilians but for the military, because on average a soldier in the battlefield burns up to 4000-5000 calories a
day. In early 1960s, the military developed the food for soldiers to eat
during long training missions and in the battlefields. MRE‘s do not
belong to that classification of freeze-dried or canned foods initially
used by the military.
Inside the pouch I found several smaller plastic pouches containing a main entrée, dessert, powdered drink mixes, utensils, seasonings, and even a cool little flameless heater. In addition to the
other items, I noticed toilet paper and chewing gum. The necessity
of the toilet paper I understood, but I could not quite figure out the
need for chewing gum; therefore, I thought it odd that anyone would
really care about bad breath in the middle of a combat zone. However, one day a nice young soldier enlightened me as to why this
item was there. He explained that because of their low fiber content,
MRE‘s cause intense constipation. He swore, like many other soldiers, that the Department of Defense (DOD) secretly put laxatives
inside the gum to relieve the constipation. I told him that I did not
believe him. He replied, ―You just wait until you eat a few of those
MRE‘s. Then with a gut packed so tight, you‘ll wish you had a piece
of that secret laxative gum.‖ He grinned and added, ―Try it sometime,‖-and I did. Now I understand the reason the military gave clever
names for MRE acronym such as ―Massive Rectal Explosion‖ and
―Meal Refusing to Exit.‖
My husband Kevin, a U.S. Marine in the early 1980s, was a
first-generation MRE user. He claimed that back then they had only
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three different meals to choose from compared to the 20 or more produced today. He said every meal package contained a small bottle of
Tabasco sauce, which according to him is a military man‘s seasoning
of all seasonings; in that soldiers used the sauce to spice up the bland
meals. Even today, Tabasco is still found inside of every MRE pouch.
Sometimes I would see soldiers keep these small bottles of sauce in
their uniform pockets, pulling the Tabasco out to douse the main
entrée of their MRE.
During my first experience with eating an MRE, I was so
fascinated by how the flameless heater generated heat just by a
spoonful of water added to the powdery substance inside the bag.
Tiny bubbles of water floated upward as it boiled around the food
pouch, and within ten minutes it was microwave warm. We had so
much fun playing with flameless heaters; in fact, Denny figured out
how to make the pouches explode by sealing it closed with an
activated heater inside causing pressure inside the airtight bag.
Detonating MRE pouches became a pastime of entertainment until
we got in trouble with the Army Garrison Command for setting one
off next to the camp managers‘ living quarters, therefore causing a
theater-wide ban on making MRE bombs. The mind tends to wander
when left with idle hands in such a remote place.
Among the menu of main entrées, MRE‘s had an ongoing
theme of Mexican, Chinese, as well as the typical ―old meat &
potatoes‖--beef & noodles, chicken & rice, pork & potatoes, beef
enchiladas, chicken teriyaki, beef patty & rice, and so on and so on.
Of course, there are many more to choose from, but you never knew
from one case to the next what choices you had. However, some
dinners did not match the appearance of their food label; for
instance, the spaghetti noodles had a baby food consistency mixed in
a dark red, no make that a brown, tomato sauce. Often times a large
brick looking wafer mistaken for a cookie would have the label
―bread‖ on the outside of its package.
Cases and cases of brown cardboard boxes full of MRE‘s
were piled on top of pallets strategically placed around the camp for
everyone to share. We were working in the middle of a war zone, and
we relied solely on the military to ensure that our food supply was
replenished so the amount of MRE‘s fluctuated from time to time.
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Many times Denny and I would find the boxes empty of our favorites because other people had scavenged through them, leaving behind only the nastiest tasting meals. Luckily, the spaghetti meal remained an unpopular among the other workers and military, and I
adapted a taste for it. Eagerly, I would snatch them up, stockpiling
and hiding them inside footlockers located in my living quarters.
With our 16-hour workdays, we found ourselves relying on
the convenience of MRE‘s even more. In fact, the high calorie count
served to sustain our energy levels for performing the high-paced,
demanding work of paramedics.
Even after the completion of the chow halls, we continued to
eat MRE‘s. However, our clothes became a little tighter, and we had
to chew a lot of gum.

―I Know I‘ll Be Alive On Monday‖
Carol Canfield
I know I‘ll be alive on Monday if…
if Monday ever comes…
if the weekend doesn‘t spit and hiss
with venom well deserved
and also not deserved
for crimes I only wished
but didn‘t perpetrate with my own hands
for I am only human.
My captors, the guardians of my safety,
sing this daily song to me
so that it is ringing in my ears.
If they only knew it is my nightly prayer.
O God forgive and grant a second chance
and I might start to believe
or have a little hope
if Monday ever comes.
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―Manic Depression‖
Natashia VanDeuren
Within my brain run moods like highways lost.
Depression visits like a thief at first.
When gone, my mania mends forgotten costs
Where most were scattered deep inside then cursed.
Sometimes excessive thoughts will drive me mad,
Like hatters‘ silver metal¹ shakes still limbs.
When mental chaos turns euphoric sad,
Slow motions hasten then confusion dims.
But riding up and down a mountain‘s fun.
Intense emotions stop paralysis
From stealing this abstract that I have won.
My brain won‘t ever lead to the abyss.
So now perception shines its lights on bright.
It keeps me from a never-ending night.

¹Mercury was introduced into hat making in France in the 17 th century. The symptoms of mercury exposure were shaky limbs that resembled Parkinson‘s disease,
which coined the terms ―hatters’ shakes‖ and ―mad as a hatter.‖
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―A Day at the Beach‖
Alex Cheek
While I am walking down the beach, I see
the endless ocean‘s waves fade into sun‘s
emerging glow. Under a dreaming tree
I lie as I view my life in reruns.
While sticky dew collects between my breasts,
the breeze runs its cool fingers through my hair
with every breath it takes. With such high zest
my hair does dance. I lie here without a care.
I‘m lost in this life‘s brief eternity.
The falling hues from salmon colored skies
shall warn of the day‘s end. Reality
unfolds in front of me as the sun dies.
So as, day comes to end I‘ve found my soul.
Now, into Heaven, I have reached my goal.
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―Peaceful Sunset‖
Lauren Nicholson
Photography
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―Serenity of a Country Lake House‖ Bonnie C. Bearden
Digital Photography

29

―Caiman Reflections‖ Suzie Gordon
Photography
Winner—3rd Prize Art
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―Louisiana Bayou‖ Alicia Milner
Digital Photography
Winner—2nd Prize Art
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―Beauty Up Close‖ Jessica Kessler
Digital Photography
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―Carlos Museum at Emory‖ Alicia Milner
Digital Photography

33

―Family Portrait at Oakland Cemetery‖ Alicia Milner
Digital Photography
Winner—1st Prize Art
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―Stranded Dog‖ Brandie Libby
Photography

―A Magical World—Key West, Florida‖
Jessica Smith
Photography
35

―Saying Goodbye to Summer‖
Jessica Kessler
Digital Photography
36

―Crash‖
Kyle Taylor
Photography
37

―Synthesis‖
John McCurdy
Acrylic Paint on Canvas
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―Overcast‖
Kyle Taylor
Digital Photography
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―Yellowstone, Blue Water, Pure Peace‖
Russ Williams
Photography

40

―The Capability of Life‖
Jessica Kessler
Digital Photography

41

―Yellowstone ‗Cauliflower‘‖
Russ Williams
Photography

42

―See Rock City‖
Kyle Taylor
Digital Photography
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―The Church at Ephesus‖
Eddie Gore
Paper and Cardboard
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The Door of Danger
Drusilla Durham
As I drove to work one Sunday in the heat of summer at
noon, I thought about my day. I would begin at the Magnolia
House, where the VIPs stayed. I had chosen janitorial cleaning as
my occupation because I especially enjoyed the serene quietness of
working alone. I never expected it to be particularly dangerous, just
the usual physical demands of ―bending, stretching, cuts, and
bruises‖ (―Occupational Outlook Handbook‖ 373). I thought my day
would be as every other Sunday had been for the past four years until I arrived at Magnolia House.
While my eyes scanned the isolated wooded area surrounding the house and spotted no one, I stepped out of my car. Walking
to the end of the sidewalk, I immediately noticed the front door
open. The employees often left the doors unlocked and alarms not
set, but never had they gone so far as to leave the door opened. As I
proceeded just inside the dark doorway and called out, ―Hello,
hello,‖ I heard only quietness. Just at that moment, my eyes noticed
something out of the ordinary. The television sat lopsidedly on the
sofa! In that split second as the reality of the situation dawned upon
me, my body‘s adrenaline pumped quickly and I readied my mace to
spray. My mind raced, repeating almost as a mantra, ―Oh my god!
They could still be in the back or upstairs! I have to get out of here!‖
As I turned and walked back to my car, I thought that I
could not reveal the appearance of fear; why, I did not know. Then
as my eyes focused on my car, a strange man appeared beside it at
the other side of the house. Had he somehow seen me inside the
opened door? Did he know that I knew what he was doing? With
every second, my mind raced more hysterically: “Please, Man, don’t
shoot me. Oh, why didn’t I bring my gun? Please, Man, just let me get into my car.
I have to get in my car so I can call the police. I have to remember his face to be
able to give them a description. Please, Man, don’t shoot me.” Suddenly he
spoke: ―It sure is hot today, ain‘t it?‖
―Yep, it sure is,‖ I replied as I walked by and turned my back
to him, so I could unlock my car.
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As I started my car while dialing 911, I felt somewhat appreciative to him for allowing me the ability to escape. He watched as I
drove down the driveway from the house and to the next parking
lot. ―I am the janitor at the Magnolia House, and I have just walked
in on a burglary in progress,‖ I reported to the dispatcher. The
stranger disappeared among the trees and other buildings, so the
three police officers who responded never spotted him. Meanwhile,
the officers and I searched the house for any accomplices and missing items. The burglar had worked hard that day. He had taken
money, checks, jewelry, televisions, cable boxes, and had obtained
access to a locked desk drawer by chipping away the wood around
the lock using a nail file. While an officer and I filled out the police
report, I called the house‘s security officer, who lived in another city,
to find out the cost of the stolen items.
Within a couple of hours, my life-threatening situation had
become case number 78022672. Exhausted, I wanted only to go
home where I could feel safe again. I did not relish the thought that
I still needed to clean the house that had been burglarized just hours
earlier. Somehow, I mustered enough courage to walk back in there
and do my job. However, this time, and countless times thereafter, I
did it with an uneasiness of possible danger waiting for me at any
door.
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―English Dilemmas‖
Danni Cooley
Hey – all I really want to do is pass!
I‘m writing essays, fixing fragments, vile!
You stab my mind, oh evil English class,
With all your comma rules, ever beguile!
Today, I pray that something will go all right.
So will I ever get a break? I try
and try, but everything is black and white.
Alas, these essays make me want to cry.
It‘s almost near the end. The closing gate
is in my sights. Why did it take all day
to get it right? I don‘t like being late,
but all I want to do is go and play!
It‘s finished – yay! Oh! No more reference books,
I‘m done, kaput! I don‘t care how it looks!
―Psycho for all the Right Reasons‖
Ashley Loper
The school day batters both my mind and heart.
My brand new Jeep consumes the funds I gained,
And drags me to my class. Where do I start?
I‘m frazzled daily, stricken, stressed, and strained.
At last I‘m home, but burdens don‘t end here.
My chores persist until I go insane.
The laundry piles refuse to disappear.
I cry, and crave caffeine, but I won‘t complain.
Those dreadful books cry out, demand my time.
Why did I let school seize my carefree bliss?
My psych book says I‘m stressed, but maybe I‘m
Just crazy! Ahhhhhh… time for a good night kiss.
She toddles off to bed. I say, ―sweet dreams.‖
She is the motive for all these extremes.
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―Desert Savior‖
Krista Carroll
Energy is the word that fills my mind when I think of my
desert friend and colleague Denny, who influenced many lives,
including my own. We first met in Houston, Texas, while processing
for an overseas job working as civilians for the U.S. military.
Several weeks passed in Houston, and the strength of our
relationship grew quickly. One night Denny decided to confide in me
about his homosexuality and the fear of someone discovering his
secret when we arrived in Iraq. His confidence in me served only to
bond us even more since I had secrets too.
Denny ended up having a spirit and enthusiasm so addictive
it carried us throughout our time in the desert. I had never met
anyone who embraced life like him, literally slurping it through a
straw and always returning for refills. He absorbed everything
around him; for instance, just like his first time inside the Kuwait
Airport when he caught sight of the Starbucks and KFC. Grinning
and pointing, he exclaimed, ―Look! Colonial Sanders has franchised
his way into the Middle East!‖
I will never forget that first full day in Kuwait finding him
sitting in the dining hall perfectly groomed and clear-eyed after a
sleepless 16-hour flight. He hurried over to tell me that he had
already gone for a morning jog, scoped out the shuttle schedule to
Kuwait City, and then babbled non-stop about the plans for the day.
All I could think about was taking another nap. Our convoy
ride up the highways of Iraq only added to his enthusiasm as he
chatted excessively while the back of the convoy took on small arms
fire. I quietly slumped into the floorboard feeling sick to my stomach
with panic, but Denny just kept on talking. A couple of times in mid
chatter he peeked over the front seat to ask me, ―Hey, did you hear
that?‖
Our first night at camp, I witnessed the only sad moment
from Denny. We were unpacking and he had just pushed my suitcase
underneath the bed when his eyes became red with tears that trailed
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down both cheeks. Turning around, he sat flatly on the floor next to
my bed and stated how odd he felt in the desert. He said, ―This place
has a strange spirit.‖ As he wept, I curled up next to him, and for a
long time we held each other in silence.
A month later, Denny met up with his first of many
challenges when he started receiving faceless emails from the
bureaucratic management in Baghdad, demanding him to stop
providing medical treatment for labor workers from third world
countries such as India, Pakistan, and the Philippines. He refused to
conform to the ―Tyranny of Baghdad,‖ as he so often called it, and
continued to treat the ailing workers but not without constant
threats of termination from above. If he had complied, many of these
people would have suffered severely, even lost their lives.
Even though Denny repeatedly faced controversy, his
strength of mind seemed invincible. He found amusement in
everything; for example, the time they issued out bulletproof vests I
remember his holding it up giggling at the same time saying, ―What
is this? It looks like a baby bib,‖ and it did. The vest was too short for
his long torso; so that each time he moved, the side Velcro vest
straps popped apart. Another time was when his friends mailed him
a package containing a beach towel, bug glasses, and a bottle of
blow bubbles. Without saying a word, he stripped down to his
underpants in the middle of the clinic, wrapped the towel around
his waist, donned the glasses and danced around while blowing
bubbles into the air. I would find him alone inside the clinic singing
at the top of his lungs to country music (mostly Winona Judd), and
for Christmas he insisted that we sing Christmas carols together to
all our patients. He even mail ordered a small Christmas tree that
same year, and decorated it using syringes and EKG paper for
ornaments and garland.
As months went by, Denny became comfortable in letting
others know about his homosexuality. The news spread rapidly
through our camp with a population dominated by male truck
drivers. They had a stereotypical image of what a homosexual man
should look and act like, which to them could not be their Denny,
whom they had grown to respect, admire, and even love. Eventually
their ignorance subsided, for the men remembered the generous,
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selfless man who worked relentlessly for hours while caring for
them in times of severe illness and injury.
Denny‘s last day on camp turned out very differently from
what he expected, when several of the men on our camp stood
huddled together like little boys with tears in their eyes as they
came to say farewell to their favorite medic and friend.
When departure time came, we watched as our savior rode
away--smiling, waving, and blowing kisses out the window, while
leaving us behind in an ugly, barren place no longer full of life.

―In the Boulder Garden‖
Rolf Threlkeld
In the boulder garden, I ponder life
drowning with indescribable blue
and dreaming of no desire
Pleasant to be momentarily
like a rock that feels not
Yet still a cloud so shaped
by the forces frequent
Not wanting to stay or leave
or to choose the curse upon me
Unforgiving miracles in every breath
and thought not solid or fluid
or unknown ... or understood
But realized the true last frontier
naturally eroding to redundance
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―Recipe for a Fun Life‖
Mary Wood
I am not talented. I cannot sing, dance particularly well, cook
an exotic dinner, expertly play a musical instrument, but I love to
have fun, and I see life as an unexplored quest. So, as an expert in
this field, I will share these ingredients that when mixed together
make life a blast.
First, make life a celebration. Consider each birthday an
excuse for a spirited gala, rainbow colored balloons, giggling friends
and delectable munchies. Honor friends and family, glorifying their
accomplishments, whether for a new job, a newborn baby, or a first
grader‘s stick- man painting. Make an ordinary day a small celebration such as rewarding yourself and friends for little accomplishments like passing a test or getting a new boyfriend. Commemorate
with coffee at Starbucks or lunch at a favorite restaurant.
Next, add infinite adventure and try something unusual such
as whitewater rafting. You will become part of the water, racing
down fierce currents with cool shards of water smacking your face.
Ride an exhilarating rollercoaster; inhaling the air, tasting excitement and terror simultaneously, or drive a simulated racecar glued
to the car with gravity, barreling around curves at accelerated
speeds of sixty miles per hour. Do anything that grows butterflies in
the stomach. Partake in something exciting like parasailing over a
tropical ocean or horseback riding on a winding forest trail in the
mountains.
Sprinkle life with the merriment of laughter. Watch a funny
movie that makes you chuckle so hard your ribs hurt. Seek out the
friendships of people who are cheerful. Have a hilarious evening
with friends watching a favorite comedian at a comedy club. Laugh
at yourself and leave mistakes in the past. Act silly sometimes
dancing in pajamas or singing out loud to music in car.
Then measure in two cups of gleeful family ties and harmonious relationships. Appreciate family time. To have a pristine house is
wonderful, like one in a Better Homes and Garden magazine, but kids
are small only once so choose spending time with them over having
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a perfect house. Tidying up after kids is unproductive anyway as the
comedian Phyllis Diller stated, ―Cleaning a house while the children
are growing up is like shoveling snow while it‘s snowing‖ (Diller 1).
Make cookies, funny faces, and hunt for lightening bugs together.
Exchange goofy smiles and butterfly kisses. Charm friends with
surprises for any reason and bask in the intimacy of loving conversations. Trim the excess fat out of life, ousting people who make you
feel sad or discouraged. Embrace partners who understand and
reinforce your dreams. Open up to an unlikely friend as he or she
may become a most valuable confident; say yes to taking chances
when considering others ideas for upbeat excursions.
Dice in some playfulness. Frolic like a child. For instance,
remember when you were a child playing hard all day, worn out and
dirty, but still not ready to retire to bed. Think like a child again and
romp all day, indulging in a passion like basketball, exploring Walt
Disney World, swimming, hiking or cycling, gazing at how fast time
magically disappears. Stay up late occasionally like a teenager.
Luxuriate in the electric, mysterious night. Watch a late night
movie; then step out into the neon city lights as the black air folds
upon the evening.
Sauté your soul with unique experiences, and don‘t be afraid
of venturing into new pastimes. Learn how to ice skate on white
crystal ice, study a romantic foreign language, cruise on a motorcycle, saddle the ocean on a wave runner, or escape for a joyride in a
convertible with the top down, becoming part of the powerful wind
as it dances through whirling hair.
Now, gradually begin to stir these ingredients: playfulness,
celebration, adventure and sunny relationships, letting these spices
simmer within your heart. Throw in fresh experiences and a few
more dashes of silliness and smother with a layer of laughter. This
recipe will yield an overflowing batch for a lifetime of fun and plenty
of leftover happiness.
Works Cited
―Housework Quotes, Sayings about Chores, Yard Work, Cleaning.‖
Quotegarden.com. Quote Garden. 13 Nov. 2008.
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―Individual Independence: A Parody in Iambic Meter‖
John McCurdy
Winner—1st Prize Poetry
Sometimes it‘s necessary for a man
to redefine his individuality
And cut the chains of base collectivism.
This person should give his reasons.
All men are born with certain natural rights.
All men are not created equal economically.
To gain in life we must pursue
True happiness
Which only comes with much hard work.
It‘s not a gift you take from one and give to others; means never justify
the ends.
In order to ensure these rights are kept,
These men establish new governments.
Created for this purpose, nothing else,
The government should protect people from all theft.
And if it‘s clear they‘ve done the opposite,
By making laws allowing legal theft,
Then we shall alter and abolish it.
That time is now.
When both Republicans and Democrats deliver legal robbery
There is no other possibility.
To show that this is true,
Some facts about our government
Are offered to the mislead citizens.
The U.S. government has seized control of freedoms.
We work to pay a debt our parents built.
But how is happiness pursued,
When earnings are directly taxed
And redistributed to those who do not work for it?
And how is happiness pursued,
When feds print fiat money, instant debt,
And bring the value of our savings down?
Because true freedom is from God,
We thus proclaim all people free
From this collective, robbed society.
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―One Leaf‖
Rolf Threlkeld
One gold Leaf on the stairway rail.
Don't know from which tree it fell.
And how it got here above the tree
is nothing less than a mystery.
And a drop of rain or two or three
have moisturized it nicely.
One in a million, a unique individuality.
Not like any other leaf on any other tree.
Truth is you see, who placed it there was me.
I placed it there for others to see.
The leaf is beautiful for sure.
It has a certain glowing golden lure.
For a nature lover, admittedly,
I love the trees and every leaf.
Golden, bronzed, or otherwise.
The leaves will fall, it's no surprise.
But picking them up is half the fun.
And putting them places for everyone.
Leaves are fun, holy, part of me.
I pledge my allegiance to the trees.
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―Not in My Head‖
Amanda Maccaroni
Winner—3rd Prize Poetry
A monster lives in my head,
And screams from within;
There is a voice under my bed.
Each day I move on, living in a terror
That I have created by knowing that
A monster lives in my head.
I try to ignore it and put it away,
So that I‘ll sleep, but I cannot because
There is a voice under my bed.
I—no IT—scares so many away that
I am hollow it seems, only it knows my meaning of why
A monster lives in my head.
Perhaps I am not so hollow—no I cannot be;
For whom dwells from within me has befriended me for life, and
There IS a voice under my bed!
Knowing now what lurks inside me, I will sleep well at last;
For he is my only friend, you see, the one that tells me:
A monster lives in my head.

there is a voice under my bed
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Contributors‘ Notes
Thomas Barr is in the CIS Networking program. He says he writes haiku,
a Japanese form of short poetry traditionally focused on nature, because he
finds inspiration in the outdoors.
Bonnie C. Bearden, a practical nursing student, says, ―Living on a 170 acre
farm in Heard County … has been quiet. Sometimes the peace is rather
boring, but you learn to appreciate the serenity that God has given.‖
Carol Canfield is a student in the Practical Nursing program. She found
her hobby of poetry not only to be a very useful tool for dealing with tragedy in hard times but also an uplifting gift to others in times of celebration.
Krista Carroll is working on a certificate in Healthcare Science. She used
the opportunity of essay assignments in English 1101 to write about her
experiences as a civilian contractor working in Iraq.
Alex Cheek, a student in the Registered Nursing program, started her
poem ―A Day at the Beach‖ as a class assignment, but continued working
on it because she ―fell in love with it.‖ She says, ―It is what my heaven will
be.‖
Danni Cooley is working on a degree in Criminal Justice.
Drusilla Durham is in the Healthcare Science program pursing a degree in
Radiologic Technology.
Suzie Gordon is in the Administrative Office Technology program. Her
photograph ―Caiman Reflections‖ was taken at the Tennessee Aquarium.
Eddie Gore is the multi-talented Vice President of Student Affairs for
WCTC. His pencil sketch graces our title page. His model pictured on
page 44 started out as a drawing to help raise funds for construction of an
addition to the church.
Drewe Hollis is in the Registered Nursing program. Her poem ―My Reason for Living‖ is about her son, Jackson, whom she says ―is truly the love
of my life.‖
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Art Johnson is the Facilities Director for the Murphy Campus in Waco. Of
his short story ―Perfume,‖ he says, ―This story was inspired by a scene I
witnessed in a cemetery many years ago. It was my intent to portray in
words the overwhelming power of grief and the psychological stages from
denial to acceptance.‖
Jessica Kessler is in the Medical Transcription program. Her wildflower
photographs, she says, ―represent love, innocence, and life.‖ Her photograph ―The Capability of Life‖ shows ―that no matter what we may do to
prevent life from growing, it can find a way.‖
Brandie Libby is in the Business Office Technology program. She says her
photograph ―Stranded Dog‖ is a scene she happened across in a junkyard.
The dog wandering around a rusting hulk gave the impression that the dog
was stranded there, without a ride.
Ashley Loper is in the Healthcare Science program; she created her poem
as an English 1102 project.
Elma Jean Lyons, a student in the Early Childhood Care and Education
program, developed her essay for a class presentation. She was further encouraged by a financial aid advisor at the Douglas campus to share her
story in order to inspire other older students to pursue their dreams of further education.
Amanda Maccaroni is in the Business Administration Technology program. She chose a specific poetic form for ―Not in My Head‖: the villanelle.
She says she loves this form and, after receiving a challenge from her English instructor, she has continued exploring the form in other poems.
John McCurdy, a student in the Marketing program, is this year‘s only two
-genre contributor. His poem started as a class project, but it grew because he says ―I am passionate about the freedom of every man.‖
Lisa A. Metzger is in the Early Childhood Care and Education program.
She considers her poetry to be products of particular moments of inspiration.
Alicia Milner, a student in the Medical Laboratory Technology program,
has contributed several photographs to this year‘s magazine. Of ―Carlos
Museum at Emory,‖ she says that she was surprised to find the face in the
middle of the shot after she took the photo.
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Lauren Nicholson is a student in the Dental Hygiene program. She was
able to capture the perfect time of day in her photograph ―Peaceful Sunset.‖ She says that the people were peaceful and content, ―something that
should be common at the beach.‖
Mark Price is a student in the Registered Nursing program. Of his essay
―The Circle,‖ he says, ―I wrote this piece to share the profound changes
that have happened in my life.‖ He continues, ―My sole purpose is to help
others to find a spiritual solution to their problems.‖
Jessica Smith, a nursing student, says her photograph of sunset in Key
West, Florida, shows ―a magical world out there.‖
Kyle Taylor is an English instructor at WCTC and is the editor-in-chief of
VOICES magazine.
Rolf Threlkeld is in the CIS Networking program. He says his poetry is
inspired by such things as love, boredom, nature, depression, existentialism, and regret.
Natashia VanDeuren is in the Radiologic Technology program. Her sonnet
―Manic Depression‖ is about someone she knows.
Madelyn Warrenfells is WCTC‘s Director of Human Resources. She says
her poem ―The Angel‖ was motivated by ―attempts to capture true love.‖
Tim White is a Machine Tool Technology instructor. His poem was originally an English class project. He says that while he was working on the
poem, he noticed his dog lying in the floor seemingly waiting on him to
finish writing.
Russ Williams, whose photography is featured on our cover this year, is
working on a degree in Accounting. His two photographs are from a trip
to Yellowstone National Park.
Shandi Willis is working in the Phlebotomy program on her way to the
Registered Nursing program. She chose to write her poem ―Consumption‖
about her father because ―they say to write what you feel strongest about.‖
Mary Wood is in the Dental Hygiene program. Her essay ―Remembering
Danny‖ is a tribute to her late husband.
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